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Dinoardo Pizaña has over 25 years experience 
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social justice education programs. He has had 
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to inclusion, equity, and shared power.  
 

•  Nationally recognized 
 

•  Michigan State University Excellence 
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Leveraging Connections to 
Navigate Change 

u Connections with yourself 

u Leveraging and recognizing 
Differences 

u Connections with your emotions 
and emotional intelligence 

u Connections with others (building 
community and a circle of support) 

u Connections with resources  



Experiencing Change 

u Personal 
―  values, beliefs, feelings  

u  Interpersonal 
―  actions, behaviors, language  

u  Institutional 
―  rules, policies, procedures, practices 

u Cultural 
― beauty, truth, right, normal 
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Connections with Yourself 

u Why is this happening? 

u Why didn’t I see it coming? 

u Do I bare any responsibilities for 
any of the outcomes? 

u Maybe if I … 

u It’s about time, what has taken 
so long? 



Reflection Question 

What are some other questions or 
statements that you have posed to 
yourself or that come to  mind when you 
have experienced organizational change? 
 



Connections with Yourself 

Welcome the gifts of: 
― Breathe 

― Vulnerability 

― “Both/And” Thinking 

― Curiosity 



Impact of Differences 

How we experience and navigate change 
can be impacted by: 

―  Race/Ethnicity 

―  Gender 

―  Class (socioeconomic or rank in organization) 

―  Sexual Orientation or Gender Identity/Expression 

―  Disabilities  

―  Other Differences 



Connections with Your 
Emotions and Emotional 

Intelligence 



What is Emotional Intelligence? 

“Emotional Intelligence refers to the 
capacity for recognizing our own feelings and 
those of others, for motivating ourselves and 
for managing emotions well in ourselves and 
our relationships.”      

 
~Daniel Goleman, “Social Intelligence”  

 



What is Emotional Intelligence? 

“We are emotionally intelligent and 
authentic when, through self mastery and 
impulse management, we learn to embody 
the disciplines of unconditional trust, 
respect, honesty, truth, fairness, equity, 
care, openness and forgiveness.”    
 

~ Denys Blell, author, “Emotional Intelligence for the 
Authentic and Diverse Workplace” 

 



What is Social Intelligence? 

“Social intelligence is the capacity of relating 
to others in a manner that builds and sustains 
authentic relationships and systems… In short 
it means that we treat others as subjects not 
objects to be manipulated, controlled and 
used.”        

   
~ Denys Blell, author, “Emotional Intelligence for the 

Authentic and Diverse Workplace” 
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Developing Emotional &  
Social Intelligence 

 

u  Being aware of our own internal 
experiences, thoughts and feelings 

u  Understanding state of mind 

u  Navigating stress and challenges 

u  Practicing mindfulness 

u  Developing empathy and sensitivity to how 
others feel 

u  Nurturing and navigating relationships 
with others 



Reflection Questions 

What messages did you receive about 
feelings/emotions? (i.e., in your family, 

community, growing up, currently)  
 

 



Reflection Questions 

What messages have you received about 
feelings/emotions in the workplace or in 
organizations you have been a part of? 

 

 



Many studies show the importance of 
developing emotional intelligence and 
emotional resiliency — for children, youth 
and adults.  
 
Brain research shows that as our emotional 
intelligence increases, so do our intellectual 
abilities, including decision-making and 
problem-solving. 
 

~ CASEL, Daniel Goleman, Linda Lantieri 

   



Going Deeper 

Exploring the Emotions 
 of Love and Fear 



Six Core Feelings 

 Mad 

Sad  

Scared 

Peaceful  

Powerful  

Joyful  
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Feelings as Messengers 

u  A feeling is an emotion 

u  Is in response to an internal or external 
stimulus 

u  Is an internal messenger 

u May signal something I need 

u  As a result of a feeling, I may act or behave 
in response (consciously and unconsciously) 

 



Feelings as Messengers 
Feelings Messages Needs 

Mad Violation 
Offense 

Set limits 
Reset boundaries 
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Scared Danger 
Perceived danger 

Protection 
Support 

Joyful 

Peaceful 

Powerful 

Keep on! 

Keep on! 

Keep on! 

Need more! 

Need more! 

Need more! 



“Self-care is never a selfish act - it is simply 
good stewardship of the only gift I have, the gift 
I was put on earth to offer others. Anytime we 
can listen to true self and give the care it 
requires, we do it not only for ourselves, but for 
the many others whose lives we touch.”  
 

~Parker J. Palmer,  

“Let Your Life Speak: Listening for the Voice of Vocation”  



Connections with Others 

Organizational change and other forms of 
change can: 

― Cause isolation 

― Support mistrust 

― Strain or change relationships 

― Build walls or divisions 

― Nurture scarcity 

― Unhealthy competition 



Connections with Others 

As a result, we must work intentionally to: 

― Build community and a circle of support 

― Share our stories 

― Connect across our differences and 
explore our interconnectedness 

― Build trust 

― Mourn our losses and share our joys 

―  Impede others 



Reflection Question 

What have you done or what are you 
currently doing to navigate change while in 

community with others? 



Connections with Resources 

One of the most important roles 
that we can play, personally and 

professionally, is the role of a 
navigator. 



Connections with Resources 

What resources are available to me 
locally? State-wide? Nationally? 



Connections with Resources 

Who can I reach out to help me navigate 
these resources? 



Connections with Resources 

What are the barriers that might keep me 
from accessing the available resources 

and how might I address these? 



Connections with Resources 

What are my next steps? 



Connections with Resources 

Who might I be able to share this 
information with that is also in need?  



Leveraging Connections  
to Navigate Change 

u  Connections with yourself 

u  Leveraging and Recognizing Differences 

u  Connections with your emotions and 
emotional intelligence 

u  Connections with others (building community 
and a circle of support) 

u  Connections with resources  
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Breakout Chat 



Let’s chat!  
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Facebook Live Wrap-up  
 
Day 1 

UPCOMING 
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Charting Your Course through 
Organizational, Social & Cultural Change 

Navigation Skills 
TOMORROW 
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